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1. Introduction

Time use surveys generally make use of paper diaries that respondents fill in over a specified period. The activity descriptions in these diaries need to be captured in electronic form and coded so that data can be analysed.

This paper describes a time use diary data capture system built for Statistics New Zealand using Blaise and Maniplus.

2. The Time Use Survey

For every household selected in the Time Use Survey, up to two adults are selected to participate in the survey. These persons are required to complete a hand-written diary of all the activities they do within a 48-hour period. Different days are allocated to different persons to ensure that all days of the week are covered.

As well as a primary activity, participants may record up to three additional activities which they may be performing at the same time. The diary also has provision to record where the activity is taking place, for whom and with whom the activity is done.

When the completed diary is collected, a supplementary Blaise questionnaire is administered by an interviewer to collect other socio-demographic information which will later be used in the analysis.

The paper diaries are returned to the office for data capture.

3. System description

The main components of the Time Use Data Capture System are:

- A Blaise instrument that is used to record diary entries and assigned codes
- A central register that keeps track of the diaries and progress with coding
- A coding list of activities and synonym entries
- A high level interface to provide entry to the system
- A user interface that assists with the data capture and double entry functions
- An interface to assist with the marking of dual coded entries

For quality control purposes a selection of diaries is coded a second time by another coder. To support this dual coding function a parallel environment is set up using a duplicate set of programs. Dual coded diaries are compared and discrepancies checked. Provision exists to produce a corrected record from the marking process.

4. The Blaise data capture instrument

The Blaise diary data capture instrument starts with header information such as the identification of the respondent, the allocated days and dates for the diary. Basic demographic information obtained from the supplementary questionnaire is also recorded in the diary instrument.

Once the header information has been entered the episodes can be entered one at a time (in sequence). Each episode consists of one or more activities which are entered using literal text strings and a trigram lookup on the activity code list to locate a synonym of the literal string. Once a synonym has been selected then the corresponding code is inserted by the system into the episode. Other details such as the location of the activity, for whom and with whom the activity is done are also recorded for each episode.
The instrument makes provision for 24 or 48 hours to be captured based on the designated days and actual recorded diary days.

Operators have a choice of entering the data in one of two methods:

- The Form approach - one in which each episode requires a full page of entries (or form) to be completed.
- The Table approach - one in which each episode is recorded in a row in a table.

For the Form approach (see Figure 1) the vertical split screen is used so that the whole episode can be readily seen. The identity and basic characteristics of the respondent are also visible in the Infopane where the corresponding activated question (and categories) is visible.

Short-cut keys are provided for common entries like sleep and work and other functions needed for coding such as clearing an entry or providing a new literal string.

The Table approach (see Figure 2) enables the operator to see more than one episode at a time and for table functions to be used to insert, split, merge or delete entries, which would otherwise be difficult to do. Short-cut keys are provided to activate these table functions.

The preferred method of data entry is to use the Form approach. No matter which method is used, however, the same information is recorded for each episode. Entries under the two methods are synchronised and changes made under one approach are immediately transferred to the other. The active method is noted on the parallel block tabs.

Summary data is produced within the instrument for each 24 hour period to assist with edits and to identify missing entries (eg. of eating or sleeping).

Edits are provided within the instrument to ensure that episodes are entered properly and that full days of entries are recorded. Problems identified by the edits are located using the Navigate show all errors menu item. The status of each edit check is also ‘piped’ into a series of flags to enable the system to produce a text report of the edit failures.
5. Central register

In order to manage the data capture processes, the system has a central register which consists of a Blaise database and a management interface (see Figure 3).

The register is loaded with the details of households involved in the survey and whether there are diaries to be captured and coded. The register instrument starts with the Household identifier and a few summary attributes of the household such as its size. It then holds the identities of various persons involved with the household such as the interviewer, allocated coder, actual coder, dual coder and marker.

The Register instrument also holds information about the one or two diaries that were completed by respondents from that household. The status values of each diary are updated directly by the programs which manage the diary coding, double entry and marking processes. The overall processing status of the household is then derived from the status values of the two diaries.
Most interactions with the Register data file are from the (Maniplus) programs which manage the various processes in the system. The main process which can be used to make selected changes to the status or allocation of persons is the Register management interface which has buttons that can be used to activate the various tasks.

6. Coding list of activities

The captured activities are coded to a structured 5-digit code list maintained as an external file to the diary instrument.

Once the literal string for an activity has been entered then the system looks-up the code list for that text string and assigns the corresponding code.

If the literal string is not found in the activity code list then the operator can do one of two things:

- Attempt to use a synonym description, which triggers a trigram search of the activity coding list to find a suitable result, or
- Lodge a new (uncoded) literal string into the record for subsequent decision by those who maintain the activity coding list

The Diary data capture system provides an Activity maintenance interface (see Figure 4) to enable various code maintenance functions to be carried out.

Figure 4. Activity code list maintenance interface

The Activity code maintenance functions include:

- Extracting a list of activity descriptions which have no code
- Importing a new list of activity descriptions and synonyms
- Identifying mismatches between old and new versions of the activity code list
- Running a program that will update previously uncoded activities by re-applying the look-up process against the new code list

7. Main interface to provide entry to the system

The system is entered through the main interface which gives access to the various processes that are to be carried out.

The main interface is supported by a list of authorised users which determines their role in the system (Data Processor, Quality Manager or Data Processing Manager). Depending on the role of an operator, the interface will provide access to more or less functionality (see Figures 8A and 8B).
The list of users also contains a checking rate, for each user, which identifies the percentage of diaries that are to be double entered for quality assurance. These rates may be adjusted by the Data Processing Manager from time-to-time based on quality outcomes.

The main processes and sub-systems that are accessible through the main interface are:

- Installation of the local activity code list (whenever it needs to be updated)
- Diary coding
- Double entry
- Marking of dual coded entries
- User maintenance
- Activity code list maintenance
- Diary register maintenance
- Configuration of the system (set-up).
8. An interface to assist data capture functions

The data capture interface starts with a list of households that have been assigned to the operator for coding. To make it easier for an operator to locate a particular household in the system, the list can be filtered on the basis of diary status values and/or month of collection. Search on household number is also provided. It is also possible to enter a household which is not on the list, provided that it is in the system and not being used by another operator.

Once a household has been selected for data capture the operator is presented with a screen that contains the known information about the household (see Figure 9) and the status of diary data entry to-date. The interface also contains buttons that give access to other information and reports.

Figure 9. Data capture management interface

You will notice from Figure 9 that the details of up to two selected persons and the status of diaries are shown. This is consistent with the survey design which required up to two persons to participate. The household diaries are always to be captured as a set because there may be interactions between the respondents that can affect the resultant coding.

To assist the coding staff to understand the context of activities that respondents have reported, access is provided to the full supplementary Blaise questionnaire and Household questionnaire information through the View buttons. Data from those sources cannot be changed by the operator. A Report button is also provided to produce a summary of the household situation (see Figure 10 for sample report) which can be printed if necessary.
To ensure that the operator is accessing the correct household and diary, he/she is required to transcribe the household and person reference numbers from the diary document (see Figure 11).

When diary capture process is closed the status information is updated on the interface. It is also possible to produce a report of the passed and failed edits (see Figure 12) as applied to one diary by using the ED report button.

The double entry interface is identical to the main coding interface. There is a separate entry button for the double entry process and the data is maintained in a parallel folder but otherwise the operation of the double entry is identical to the main data capture.
9. An interface to assist with marking

For diaries that have been double coded the system compares the matching diary entries and identifies all the discrepancies. These records are then available to the quality manager to carry out a marking process where he/she checks each discrepancy and ticks off the correct or best entries.

The interface for marking is similar to that for data entry but there is more functionality (see Figure 13).

**Figure 13. Marking management interface**

From this interface the operator can examine the matched episode records (using the Mark button). This brings up a screen which shows the discrepancies, one by one, and provides tick boxes to identify the correctly coded entry (see Figure 14).

**Figure 14. Marking screen for one mismatched episode**

For the entry shown in Figure 14, there is a discrepancy in the end-time (shown in red) and a discrepancy in activity 1. The operator can tick the corresponding boxes on the right-hand side to identify whether coder A, coder B or Neither are correct.
Once the marking has been completed it may be possible for the operator to prepare a hybrid record that combines the correct responses from the matched episodes. This will enable the most correct data to be used, particularly while the coding is in its early days.

10. Technical challenges

There were a number of technical challenges that needed to be handled in such a complex system. Some of these are discussed here.

10.1 Local deployment

The most efficient way to operate Blaise data capture, when there is a complex instrument and a fair amount of external look-up steps, is to place the Blaise data capture file and the external look-up files local to the operator.

The two issues that needed to be handled as a result are:

- Ensuring that the activity code list is always up-to-date
- Transferring the diary data to and from the central data store

The consistency of the activity code list is managed by recording the version number of the current activity code list in the set-up settings for the system. The version number of the activity code list in the local environment is then checked whenever the system is started. If the version is not up-to-date then the main data entry access buttons are de-activated until the latest version is installed.

The Diary data capture system has a central data store for each process (diary coding, double entry and marking) which is placed on the network. Once a household has been selected then the system copies any existing data to the local disk drive before enabling the operator to change it. At the end of involvement with that household the system prompts the operator to commit the changes or go back and revert to the original version.

10.2 Filtered lists

The system makes use of a single central register of the households involved in the survey. That register is located on the network and is accessible to all managers and operators.

Once the survey gets underway, the list of households is expected to become large so a filter technique has been added to enable the system to target households that have been assigned to a particular user, have reached a particular status or from a particular month.

The filter works by applying a series of conditions to the list of entries in the main register. Those entries which match the filter conditions are then copied to a temporary file before displaying them on the screen.

Using a filter frees up the register for multiple shared access. The register data only gets updated with status information when the operator closes a diary coding, double entry or marking process.

Figure 16 shows the filter definition screen used for diary coding or double entry. A more comprehensive filter is available for register maintenance functions.
10.3 Tracking time over 48 hours

The Time Use diaries record episodes and activities over a 48 hour period commencing at 4AM on the first day and finishing at 4AM on the third day.

To make it easier to manage these time events, and check the sequencing of episodes, the diary instrument has been set up to convert each time point (consisting of a clock time and day number) into an integer with values from 0 to 2880. These codes then represent the 2880 minutes in a 48 hour period. Each start and end time is duly converted.

Using this simple conversion makes it much easier to check times against each other (to ensure episodes are consecutive) and to calculate time differences or sums.

10.4 Providing for alternative data entry methods

As mentioned in section 4, the diary data capture instrument provides support for two methods of data entry, the Form approach or the Table approach.

In order to synchronise the two methods the instrument uses two arrays, one for each method, containing all the episode fields. The first array is used in the ordinary flow of the questionnaire and the second is used in a table. Both arrays are initiated using the KEEP instruction then a single field called EntryMethod (with two possible values) is used to control which one is the active method and which becomes the passive method.

Depending on which method is active, the Rules in the diary instrument copies all the values of the corresponding active array elements to the other (passive) array.

It should be noted that duplicating the episode data in this way does add some load to the execution of the instrument. On the other hand, having the table method available makes it easier to handle episode level actions of insert, delete, split and merge.

10.5 Table operations

The special block commands of INSERT and DELETE, along with other assignments, are used to insert or delete rows in the episode table and move the remaining data around to achieve the desired outcome (being either insert, delete, split or merge).

These special operations are controlled by setting a Flag to allow the corresponding rules to be executed once. The Flag is reset to the inactive value at the end of that section of the rules to stop the actions from being repeated.

These special table events are triggered using corresponding buttons placed on the Menu bar. Once pressed the program behind the button activates the Flag value and the action type and runs the Rules.
10.6 Checking the dual coding of activity episodes

When comparing the dual coding of activity episodes it is not a simple matter of comparing the elements of two arrays. That is because one array or the other may contain more or less entries. This can happen where one operator considers that two or more episodes have taken place for a particular time period, and another operator considers that only one episode has taken place for the same time period. There are many other possibilities for time discrepancies to arise.

So, before the detail of two sets of activity episodes can be compared, they need to be processed and re-aligned based on start times and end times.

A procedure was developed in Maniplus that compares the start times and end times of the two arrays of episode information and makes corresponding re-alignments to all the entries when problems are detected. The re-alignment process involves inserting dummy episodes that have the same start and end times (effectively an episode with zero elapsed time) and contain no activities. The episodes effectively push the subsequent mismatched episode up by one. The whole process is then repeated across all the elements of the array until all entries match on start time or end time or both.

11. Conclusion

Development of this complex Diary Data capture system has been a challenge but Blaise and Maniplus has proven to be versatile and flexible. The posters will reveal more of the system design and illustrate some of the source code.